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Unpainted Surfaces: Prime all unpainted
drywall and wood surfaces with this primer.

Glossy Surfaces: For adhesion and ease of
application, glossy surfaces must be roughened
by sanding  because water base products will not
adhere well to glossy surfaces.

Water Stains: Block out all water stains with
#4450 oil base or #7075 water base stain
blocking primer.

Application: Brush, roller or spray.

Coverage: Up to 400 sq. ft per gallon on
smooth surfaces, from 150 to 300 sq. ft. per
gallon on rough, textured or porous surfaces.

#4650
PVA Sealer
Description: A professional quality acrylic all
purpose, water thinned interior primer formulated
with excellent sealing and holdout characteristics.

Use: A good, quick drying, hi hide base for either
oil or water base paints.

Recommended Surfaces:  Interior
✔Wood ✔Concrete
✔Wallboard ✔Drywall

Advantages
✔Fast dry and recoat time
✔Excellent sealing
✔Easy sanding
✔Can be tinted to light colors

Finish: Flat

Package Size: Quart, Gallons, 5 Gallons

Color:  White

Surface Preparation: All surfaces must be free
of  dirt, oil, soot, excessive or peeling paint, chalk
or other contaminates.  Use what is necessary such
as a wire brush, scraper, sandpaper, steel wool and
even sandblasting if the problem is too extensive.
As a final test, be sure that whatever is left cannot
be removed with a sturdy fingernail.  We recommend
that you finally CLEAN ALL SURFACES by washing
thoroughly with a strong solution of Trisodium
phosphate.  Rinse completely with clear water.

Mildew: DO NOT PAINT OVER MILDEW.  Mildew
is a fungus, brown, black, grey or even white in
color, and will rapidly grow through any coating
applied over it. A solution of 50% household bleach
and 50% water will kill the mildew.  Rinse thoroughly.
See precautions on bleach label for handling before
using.
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PVA HI HIDE    #4650    Primer-Sealer-Undersealer

Acrylic Emulsion
Water
48-52% by weight
32-36% by volume

90 KREBS units at 77oF
200oF
100 grams per liter

Type:
Diluent:
Solids Content:

Viscosity:
Flash Point:
Maximum V.O.C.:

Technical Information

This product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects and reproductive harm.  The maximum V.O.C. of this
product does not exceed 100 grams/liter.  WARNING!  If you scrape, sand or remove old paint, you may release lead dust.  LEAD IS TOXIC.  Contact
the National Lead Information Hotline at 1-800-424-LEAD or log on to www.epa.gov/lead.

Drying Time: Dries in 2 hours.  Can recoat in 4
hours under normal temperature conditions.

Thinning: If necessary- a small amount of water,
but do not over-thin.

Clean-up: Water

CAUTION: Do not apply if temperatures are
below 50oF or are expected to drop within 24
hours.


